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8 Tips for Maximizing Expense Reporting Software
By Randy Myers, November 09, 2010

"When we were doing
everything on

spreadsheets it was
horribly time-consuming."

Hillel Zafir, chief technology officer,  EMI
Yoshi
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T&E Expense Management in a Mobile Age
A June 2010 research brief from Aberdeen
Group.

The New Corporate World Order A Concur
Technologies Inc. white paper on expense
management.

A year ago, sales representatives for party goods distributor EMI Yoshi Inc. spent about an hour each week preparing expense
reports. Today it takes 15 minutes or less.

The source of the time savings is expense-reporting software, part of a new generation of programs that make reporting faster and
simpler for workers who travel and entertain as part of their jobs.

The real power of these tools, though, lies not in what they can do for employees, but what they can do for managers back at
corporate headquarters.

By providing better visibility into employee spending — collectively and by employee, business unit, vendor, customer or spend
category — expense reporting programs give finance managers information they need to negotiate more favorable pricing from
preferred vendors. They also help quickly identify employees spending too much or too little, and even spot signs of potential
procurement fraud.

Because the software improves reporting accuracy, it minimizes the time company accountants spend reconciling expense reports
with corporate-card statements, freeing them to devote more attention to higher value work. Programs also let managers reimburse
employees and pay vendors more quickly.

“When we were doing everything on spreadsheets it was horribly time-consuming,” says Hillel Zafir, EMI Yoshi’s chief technology
officer. “But the biggest problem was that I couldn’t generate reports showing what we were buying from individual vendors because
people weren’t bothering to do that kind of line-item reporting. It was too tedious.”

The benefits of expense-reporting software stem from eliminating manual processes and human error. At EMI Yoshi, which brings in
more than $25 million in annual revenue, sales representatives no longer cobble together expense reports on Excel spreadsheets or mail hard copies of cash expense receipts to
the company’s New Brunswick, New Jersey, home office. Instead, they log onto Concur Breeze, expense-reporting software developed by Concur Technologies, Inc., and
American Express for small and mid-sized customers. When reps sit down to generate expense reports, the software automatically displays any travel and entertainment charges
made on their corporate cards. The reps review and sign off on the charges and then scan or photograph cash receipts to upload into the software before discarding them. When
the reports are completed, they are immediately available for executives at the company’s headquarters to review.

EMI Yoshi wanted an expense reporting system that was simple, efficient, accurate and quick, and the program “fit our needs like a glove,”
Zafir says. Since the company started using it in April  2010, it has dramatically boosted the accuracy of expense reports, he says.

Combining Software with Best Practices
Organizations can maximize their savings — and reap other benefits — by adopting best-practice policies and procedures for the entire spend-
management process. Christopher Juneau, Concur Technologies’ senior director of segment marketing, offers the following tips for getting the
most from expense-reporting software:

1. Regularly communicate travel and entertainment policies to employees. T&E policies aren’t static. Preferred vendors change, as do permitted expenditures. “During the
recent economic downturn, we saw clients updating and modifying policies as often as on a quarterly basis,” Juneau says. Concur Breeze, for example, lets companies post
changes to spending policies as notices that appear when users log onto the program.

2. Automate best practices, not old procedures. When installing expense reporting software, review all spend-management processes, not just those associated with expense
reports. For example, “Question the original business reason for having three levels of expense approvals, or the policy that says the CEO must approve every expense report and
see every receipt,” Juneau says. “What made sense years ago may no longer be appropriate.”

3. Embrace corporate cards. Cut cash out of the expense process. Aberdeen Group, the Boston-based business researcher, has shown that organizations that use cards have
20 percent higher compliance with T&E policies and 25 percent lower expense management costs.

4. Reevaluate your receipt strategy. Many companies require employees to submit receipts for every purchase, burying their accounting departments in paperwork. By contrast,
an Internal Revenue Service guideline say anything less than $75 — other than a hotel bill — does not require a receipt. “This makes extra sense for purchases made with
corporate cards, since transactions shown on card statements qualify as receipts,” Juneau says.

5. Set up software alerts to track unusual spending. If you’re worried that forgoing receipts could leave you open to fraud, use expense reporting programs’ suspicious-activity
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monitoring features. For example, if your company’s T&E policy limits breakfast expenses to $25, set the program to flag employees who consistently turn in breakfast bills for
$24. “If the employee does this consistently and continues to push the limits of the rules, you might decide to review all of that employee’s expense reports,” Juneau says.
Software can also flag lunch buddies, employees who continually take each other out for meals and charge it to their expense accounts.

6. Implement a multi-level audit strategy. Alerts that flag suspicious spending patterns don’t replace the need for a hands-on audit by an independent third party. “Especially in
smaller organizations, everybody knows everybody,” Juneau says. “It’s important to bring in auditors who don’t have personal relationships with the employees.” Auditors should
review whether employees are following spending policies and whether expenses are being classified properly, which can impact how they’re treated for tax purposes.

7. Analyze spending patterns. Reporting software can be used to attach cost centers, projects, even customers to individual transactions, Zafir says. “That can really help see
where your money is being spent,” he says. “You can see if a customer is profitable, or if you are spending too much money on them.” Juneau encourages companies to create
top 10 lists to identify, for example, top spenders, expense categories or employees who use cash rather than charging purchases to their cards. Some organizations post these
findings online for employees to see.

8. Incorporate smartphones into the process. With seven out of 10 business travelers now using smartphones, companies can enable employees to use them to manage
itineraries, capture T&E expense data and approve expense reports while on the road. According to an Aberdeen report, companies that use smartphones for expense
management reporting have 40 percent lower reporting costs and 10 percent higher compliance with T&E policies.

At EMI Yoshi, employees routinely use smartphones to photograph and upload receipts using free applications that Concur Technologies has created for iPhone, BlackBerry and
Android smartphones.

According to Zafir, expense-reporting software has allowed the company to see who is spending the most money and on what areas, and make decisions based on that
information. After reviewing meeting-related travel expenses, for example, the company now plans to hold more virtual meetings via videoconferencing. “This software,” Zafir says,
“is literally changing how and where we spend our money.”
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